
Dear Jim, 	 12/7/73 
Tour mailing metered 12/5 one this a.m. I've gone over all but the Aspen decision in 

some haste in order to get to the paper and other things. 
Before getting into those of the enclosures on which:I'll comment, let me suggest that 

iy might to a good idea, looking to another book, to keep some kinds of records or crop.- 
references to all these Were. I have a couple of files and I started one re WG, which 
reminded me again that a book on what they did when they got their chance should find a 
market and can be useful. I once thought of doing one. 

Danaher: nothing other than what I said. he is a right-winger and there is no law 
against them being judges and none requiring them to be good judges. However, there are 
thee several things we discussed showing that back in WW II days he and I were on other 
aides of those policy issues, his whether or not intended, having the afoot of being 
pro-Nazi. In order to allege something we would have to know that he knew of my work. 
I rather imagine that heoonsulted no of his, old ffiends if he did not remembers. and „ 	. 
got himself (improperly inflamed. 

Vigurie, Richard H. I believe he has exaggerated his influence in defeating 'Nobel. 
I note his poIitiois but nothing except them oonneoting him with our present interests. 
Noted ref to 11,01 Stephens. Of course, the partigipation in the Carswell Senate campaign 
ie a kind of link. 

Williams, Julian.uargts man. He may be luny dead files. 

Gillen- you have gotten what I got independently on Robert &item 

New Majority Book Club, your notes on articles of incorporations 

I'm surprised their powers are not broader. 
Nicholas A. Addams gives his address as 2121 P St.. 1114#508. I don t know the apt. 

number, but I'm pretty sure that was Caddy's address at the time the Weatory first broke. 
I mean hails address. Easy walking ditance to any of his known offices, too. 

Perhaps he also is gay? 
Would you consider it unusual that the 1972 annual report was not filed until 9/11 

when it was prepared 7/6, the indictments were handed down 9/15 and the articles of 
dissolution were prepared about the time of filing? 

Caddy-Gall law firm 
1 

The issue of the list of the bar is not given. I presume it is current. I didn t 
remember that John had died. I am sure this is the same firm. Lane was his assistant 
counsel for the period beginning the year after I knew him as NAM counsel. Unless he was 
DC counsel they then hired. He rapped the NAM when we investigated them, anyway. Parright 
for those days (1937). 

Is it possible for Caddy to have said lees about himself? 
With Dunaway also an associate of this firm, it is apparent that the "mt.-Mullen 

connection is not with a single lawyer. Because caddy did share Bunt's Mullen office 
it would be a good idea to go back for several years. to 1969 anyway, to see how long &Addy 
was with thin firm. If he wad through all that period, or rather from mid-1970, then his 
"alien desk space was exceptional. 

The $ist of District of Columbia Lawyers has symbols that are foreign to me However, 
presume you noted, after Caddy we have an interesting thing: he is listed under two 
and with two connections. As Douglas with the Gall firm. As Michael D with Gen Awes 

Gorp. (Remember, the etory is that he rapped Lien Foods when he was at sullen and my new 
info is that Cleaves Herbert, gen Foods sr. v.p., also was there.) 



The List on Riney "ewe says nothing. I take it from the Gall listing that he is not 
of that firm, but this does not rile out either connection or proximity, and it would still 
be good to know what we can, beginning with whether they have the next suite of offices in 
that building. 

Acmes 10/30/73 to Buds This does not give the date of Hunt's alleged second trip to 
Sapin. It can't be after indictment and I'm inclined to wonder if it was before. There is 
some reason why the Spanish government, which is politically the kind that would like Lust's 
view representing us, would not accept him yet thereafter employed his wife. Is there any 
indication on this? It could have significance. I won't now call Lanarshan to auk him about 
this but when we talk I may ask him what he may know. The Post has made no mention of any of 
this. I know Hike enjoys a good rep., but the one thing he did of which I know he loused pp 
so professionally and so needlessly that 1  have wondered since. As I did about Billings 
sending him, of all people. I'd be suspicious of Bud's enlisting Ssulo's help in tracking 
anyone, but if he does, I think it could be good if I were there. VA like to meet Szulo 
not by calling him up and Bud has never mentioned di TOMO° to me. 4.ypioallyi, of course. 

Hayes' letter of 4/16/72 I've not read his book and won t soon. There is almost nothing 
not more worthy of the time. However, I will read it. Graf 4ris masked, magell as LHO's 
agent. I simply don t believe it and regard it as dlose to impossible except for the pre.' 
USSR period. I haven° doubt about dagell's past but I also have no doubt he flipped and 
at that point became a liability. 

Lee Winfeey's Sate-News 11/18 piece from knights filing under 10 anniv if you 
want to discuss later. Valueless. therwise couldn't have been printed. 

WINK uo. Va. Sun piece not included.ilaybe later mailing? 

Urines 	2:o Ed Berkeley suggests that Drinan and/or appropriate staffer lax are 
indiscrimina 	willing to believe the inherently incredible what ypu donpt have to 
known anything not to believe — or that they have not taken time to read that effluvia. 
Either. way I ellgost more than expeoted politi0t1 empathy and friendliness be kept in mind. 
However, I do think they should be pee. And don t forget, they tan draw on the 1'ib. Congress 
ier services and information. I think they'd be-willing on this. Also his oommittees, 
Judiciary and UnAmerican, interesting, if he'd use or they'd trust him. 

Next time you are where corporation records are kept, might be a good idea to see if 
maim is DO and if so, to go back as far as possible, to before end second Eisenhower 
administration. This is a good assignment for some kid if there is one with time. But not 
a nut, not one who would start rmaningvith an open mouth. Also, if there is, as I think, 
an ad. and p.r. directaty, the house's clients. I fear asking JP to do anything. I still 
have missing files and after all this time he has sent not a single thing back to me except 
the files you got. I didn't want to have words with him, so I gave him this message all 
over again via Hobert 2 weeks ago. 

Not only is nothing new but at noon I don't know what the news is. Thanks, 


